Abstract. The article deals with the general mathematical approaches and basic information about the forecasting of modern aircraft systems development. In particular, it considers the dynamic model of determining the optimal characteristics of the aviation system, which are intended for evaluation of reliability and development of the forecasting technology of the aircraft modernization possibility. Dynamic models of optimal development of aviation systems forecasting also allows to evaluate the conditions of these aviation systems' competitiveness and to be defined with the program for their implementation in the transportation system of a particular state.
Introduction
Dynamic models are divided into variational and gaming, direct and inverse ones [Smith 1991 ]. In its turn, these models are divided into a number of variations. Variant of the model is determined by the view of the forecasting Aviation Systems (AS) and the aims of their development. In the general case a few variants for setting the variational problems of the AS forecasting can be considered. First of all the variational direct tasks of the AS development forecasting will be considered.
General formulation of the task. Suppose in some moment of time t = 0, when it is necessary to make the forecast of the AS development on the interval of the future time, the following is known:
1. The purpose and objectives of the AS, the main E 0 с and support
, effectiveness criteria and their scalar composition E с . 2. Tactical-technical and economic structure of the existing and prospective AS i (П i , E i , C i , С i erespectively characteristics, the criterion of combat effectiveness, the industrial value of the creation and the annual cost of operation (the intensity of the operational costs)), of which on the interval 0 ≤ t ≤ T the AS can be formed. The criterion of effectiveness E і of each aircraft (AS), as the criterion of the aviation system effectiveness E с , can be a scalar convolution of private criteria.
3. The number of the serial AS The definition of t 1 of the promising AS is an important task. The analytical formulae for calculating t 1 in functions of the AS parameters, like the formulae determining the cost of the future AS according to its parameters, were developed. It should be emphasized that the development of new AS has been growing continuously.
The main reason of this growth is due to the complexity of the radio-electronic equipment and aircraft engines development.
4. Integral assignations for the creation and operation of AS:
In static models specified assignations for the development of AS only at the point T are known:
, and the development trajectory of y(t) = {y j (t)} AS Y competitive side «Y», opposed to the predicted AS X = AS of side «X». It is required to determine the optimal trajectory of AS X development
The second task to be solved in forecasting of the AS development is the formulation of variational direct tasks of the AS development. There can be two models.
Problem solving
The first model. The purpose of this model is to get AS with maximum efficiency at the period t = T -the beginning of the AS application. Functionality is the criterion of the AS efficiency at the point t = T: E c (Т). Formulation of the task. To define the optimal trajectory (forecast) of the AS development
ensuring the maximum value of the system effectiveness criteria when t = T:
on condition that the quantity vector of AS i x(t) = {x i (t)} is subordinate to the restrictions (the determination of the variable x(t)) X. In this case, the differential equations of the AS development is
It should be noted that, if the scalar composition of the AS efficiency criteria
is not optimized, and the main с 0 E characterizing the effectiveness of the implementation system of the main tasks set before it, then the set of restrictions g(x(t)) includes, in particular, restrictions on auxiliary efficiency criteria.
The maximum value of the criterion )) (
In the second model the aim of development is to get the AS with the necessary effectiveness for the minimum time. The functional is the time T of the system output of the given efficiency level of с 1 E . Formulation of the task. To define the optimal trajectory (forecast) of the AS development x opt (t), 0 ≤ t ≤ Т, ensuring minimal time of output of the system at a given efficiency level:
in the domain of the variable x -X:
Besides the direct variational problems one should also consider the inverse variational problems of AS forecasting development.
In this case, the aim is to get the AS with a certain efficiency ( )
and minimum assignations for its creation and operation. Functional is the total cost of the system С с (Т) to the moment of time when t = T. Formulation of the task. To determine the optimal trajectory of the AS development,
providing minimum system costs with a given efficiency
where u 0 -the vector of AS development control in the inverse task of forecasting. The inverse and direct tasks of forecasting of AS development are equivalent: their solving gives the same answer about the optimal trajectory of the AS. However, with limited conditions of the assignation for the AS development in more natural way is a direct problem of forecasting. Moreover, its solution is more simple and elegant.
Another problem that arises in the forecasting of the AS development is the variational direct task of forecasting of the AS development on the time interval
The purpose of this task is the creation of the system, capable to give the greatest impact not in the long term at the time T, as it was considered in the previous models, but for the entire interval of time 0 ≤ t ≤ Т. Functionality is the total result of the AS functioning on the interval 0 ≤ t ≤ Т:
where f 0 (x(t)) -the result of the AS functioning in a unit of time (the intensity of the functioning).
Formulation of the task. To determine the optimal trajectory of the AS development,
for the maximum result of the AS functioning to
Let's also consider the gaming model of forecasting of the AS development of the side «X» АS X and the side «Y» АS Y (differential games).
In strict competition the aim is to create AS X , able to achieve the best results in the future moment of time t = T at the worst development of the AS Y . Functional is the difference between the criteria of effective systems. 
in the domain of the variable y -Y:
In non-strict competition the aim is to create AS X and AS Y , able to achieve maximum results in the future point in time t = T. The functionals 
We get them for the direct problem of forecasting.
We assume known: -assignation for the system development -the intensity of waste AS i from the system due to natural losses of ( )
-the intensity of waste AS i from the system due to their sales abroad
Let's introduce several assumptions: -suppose the basic assignations ∆С с , allocated for small time ∆t for the creation and operation of AS, can be implemented at this time;
-the function x(t) = {x i (t)} is continuous; -natural losses and sale AS i abroad is an ongoing process.
Assumptions allow to obtain the equations of development in the differential form [Boyce 2009 ].
The change in the AS amount in the transport system is determined by the rate (intensity) of AS i supply in this transport system from the is the total rate of AS loss on the account of the AS sale abroad and natural losses.
We assume that the rate of AS i loss on account of their sales and natural losses are proportional to their amount in the system: . Therefore, we find
To determine ∆С с we use information about integral assignations on development of АS C c (t). Approximately: 
where x i (t) -the amount of AS in operation in the moment of time t.
The operating costs for AS maintenance during the time ∆t depend on the annual costs (overspending per unit of time) on the operation of each AS and their amount and are as follows:
Having made the corresponding substitution we'll find the assignations for the AS production in the time 
The function of the u i (t) is logically called the controlling one (control), as it characterizes the distribution of resources (in this case financial). It should be noted that the management of any process always comes down to the choice of a share of the resources available. The actual meaning of resources can be different. For example, the resources for transport aircraft, in particular, are the limiting value of load carrying capacity at different flight range, and its control is to change the loading of the aircraft within these limits. As the resources can also be considered the limited angles of the stabilizer rotation. And their control is to change the angle of the stabilizer deflection in the limits of the available resources.
Now we find the amount of AS i produced within ∆t:
where С i -the cost of i-th AS i creation.
Using the above mantioned, we get: If the functions u i (t), n i , 1 = , are selected, then the integration allows you to find the trajectory of АС x i (t) development.
Optimal control ( ) 
Conclusions
Thus, it should be noted that in the inverse task of forecasting the equation of AS development has a different view. As a control, you can select the intensity of AS i production ω .
